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How the movement started
 Rami 





July 27—lightning strike



Access?  Fuel breaks?

















Hello community,

Lots of action today on the Harrop wildfire. The fire has expanded somewhat to the east.  
However the fire has not moved any closer to Harrop.  

[…]

So we now will have a heavy lift helicopter, a 20-person ground crew, and one piece of heavy 
equipment working on the fire.  There is a new staging area at the end of the East Harrop 
Mainline road (at the Mill Lake trail head).  

Today the decision was made to start work on a machine-built fire guard, to be constructed 
with an excavator starting tomorrow.  The  machine guard will start at the end of the East 
Harrop road.  This will involve crossing the upper reaches of Harrop Creek on a temporary log 
structure.  I am personally involved in supervising this work.

Best wishes to everyone.

Erik

July 31st



Hello everybody,

As per Ramona's post to the group this afternoon, the fire continued to grow today to close to 
1,500 ha.  While this may seem alarming, the good news remains that the direction of spread is 
to the south and southeast into high elevations in West Arm Park.  

The crews and heavy helicopter made significant progress today. Fire intensity has dropped in 
many areas compared to yesterday afternoon, largely as a result of suppression efforts.  

We are building a machine guard around the north end of the fire as a contingency in case the 
current containment lines are breached.

Several people asked about my reference to the fire being 6km from Harrop while the Ministry 
bulletins have listed 10km.  I have measured the distances in Google Earth.  According to my 
measurements the fire started about 8km south of Harrop.  In the first couple days it spread so 
that it was a little over 6km from Harrop.  It has not moved further north in the last 2 days or so.  

I have to say I am very impressed with the capabilities and the professionalism of the crews.  
They are doing a great job.  I personally thanked them on behalf of the community when we 
finished work this evening.  I will send out some photos later.

Erik

August 2nd

























August 13th : 
Our lucky day



August 31th : Wind













September 20th : Evacuation Alert lifted
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3,117 hectares











Lessons learned—Harrop fire
 Quick decisions paid off
 Need access

 No access, no resources
 Terrain is highly limiting
 Communicate, communicate
 Pre-existing relationships are essential

 Phone numbers and email addresses on hand
 Trust was essential for quick, effective tough decisions

 Wildfire Branch, Forest District, licensee, public



Lessons learned—The Future
 Expect more
 Pre-planning is essential

 Integrate with forest management
 Plan access, stream crossings
 Input from local Fire Zone

 Develop landscape-level fuel breaks
 Invest in access and fuel breaks

 Adapt logging plans, stocking standards, timber 
supply

 We can build community consensus around fire



Thank you! ErikL@netidea.com
www.hpcommunityforest.org
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